
PROCTER GAMBLE MARKETING CONCEPT

Brand management seems like it always has been around, but a look into the history of Procter & Gamble proves
otherwise. Market research has its roots in the .

Contingency plan Company is much afraid of current global economic condition as the company is willing to
increase its market share and sales. But problem arise when comsumer begin too differ and more unique. Page
17  Issues: a. This company must tink carefully to fullfil consuemers need. Review and control After several
months looking for a buyer, Sunny Delight and German juice brand Punica were sold to venture capital firm
JW Childs in  Page 14 8. Further, McElroy proposed that a substantial and dedicated team should be engaged
in every aspect of promoting each of the brands and that the teams should be focused only on their particular
brands. Manufacture 2. This processâ€”now commonly referred to as market segmentationâ€”enabled
targeting distinguishable consumer groups. Author Page 2 Table of Content Acknowledgment As marketing in
America developed during the 20th century, brand management signaled emerging innovations in the post-war
business boom. Sales growth is possible when product remain at fixed price for a specific time period and this
depend on cheapest raw material handling and its transporting Page 7 3. Marketing opportunities and issues
Procter and gamble has more than half of the world's 6. In it agreed to lend a wide range of other packaging
technologies, including non-splatter nozzles for plastic bottles, to food company ConAgra. In , the group
abandoned its arrangement as a collection of separate geographic businesses in favour of global divisions
specialising in specific sectors. For generations, Procter and Gamble has been built by scientists and consumer
researchers; the latter finding out what the public wants and needs, and the former improving upon old
products or inventing new ones to match these needs and desires. Another major divestment was the Duracell
battery business, which was transferred to Berkshire Hathaway in  Purposes 1. Prior to the sale of Pringles to
the Kellogg Company, its product line included foods and beverages. The new business technique was
product-centered and not centered on a business function. Company should invest more on advertising to
retain its customer and pay more attention to its issues and should review very well. General Motors' multiple
divisions exhibited the same decentralization for making brand-critical decisions. Targets markets It brings
consumers into their stores to try new products, and it brings consumers back to their stores, where they can
get products they trust. SWOT Analysis It signed up as an official sponsor of the US national team in the
Winter Olympics, promoting several individual products, mostly family-oriented brands, in a wide-ranging
and imaginative campaign. Between and , CEO AG Lafley consistently delivered strong growth and
accumulated an unbeatable line up of products, virtually all of which occupied the 1 or 2 position in their
respective markets. Their joint venture started one of the most influential companies in all American industry.
Retailer 5. As a result, since , it has greatly increased its willingness to form mutually beneficial "innovation
partnerships" with other companies. The apparent success of that campaign led to the group signing up in
summer as top-line sponsor of the main Summer games. Page 8 5. At its peak the company controlled around
brands in total, marketed across over countries, but the portfolio is led by a collection of what were, in , 25
billion-dollar brands. Procter and gamble using the tool of depositioning very well to attain its customers and a
part of preparation against their competitor like Unilever. Objectives and goals This decentralized structure
found its way into many other corporations across America. One notable example is the structure at General
Motors developed by Alfred Sloan. Therefore, we thank profusely to all those who have helped in the
preparation of this paper. Gain was a new member in , followed by Gillette Fusion during , Ace in and Febreze
in  Gray, Paula , August 8. A separate GBU provides worldwide marketing, market development and other
corporate functions. After this we would also like to mention his last prophet Muhammad peace be upon him ,
the shear love of whom guide us at every dear step. Page 4 Content 1.


